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In this paper, L.S.Pontrjagin's and E.F.~ischenko's method 

of evasion [1] -[2] is generalized for linear differential games 

with bounded resource of control. 

Consider the statement of the problem. 

A. Let the behaviour of a vector 2 in n -dimensional Eucli- 

R dean space be described by the linear vector differential equa- 

tion 

, ( I )  

RK where ~ is constant quadratic matrix of order N , ~ and 

~-E R e are control vectors, ~ and C are constant matrices of cor- 

responding dimension , ~ ~n is a given vector. The vector t~(~) 

is chosen by the pursuer, and the vector qr(~) is chosen by the 

evader. The vector subspace H of a dimension less than or equal to 

-2 is given in ~ n . 

The pursuit is assumed to be completed in the first time 

when the point ~(~) reaches the set H . The controls U--~(~) 

and q~=q?(~) are measurable functions. Assume that the following 

conditions are valid: 
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where ~c~ K R ~ a~d Q( are convex compact sets, (~,~) is sca- 

lar product of vector g ~ ~h{ Q ~0 ~ P ~0 

The conditions (2)-(4) may be considered from physical point of view 

as restriction on value, on impulse and on energy of control respec- 

tively. 

We consider ~he game (q) from the evader's point of view. It 

is assumed that evader knows equation of game (q), the type of res- 

trictions on control, the set M , vectors ~(S) and ~(S) for 

any i from the interval Y~G% < O, ~-~ % S ~JE ,where 

is a constant parameter. 

The aim of evader is not to attack the set M . We suppose 

that the control of pursuier is arbitrarily permissible. 

We shall give some sufficient conditions that the evader can 

guarantee the satisfying of condition ~(~) ~H for all {~0 

M for ~ly initial condition ~e E . 

B. We denote the orthogonal complemen~ of M in the space ~ 

by L ° Further, let ~ be an arbitrary (so far) vector subspace 

of the space L • We denote by ~ the operation of orthogonal pro- 

R ~ R ~ ~ection from ~nto ~ . To every point ~ we assign two 

nonnegative numbers: ~-->~,~) , where~is the distance from E to 

H, and ~ is the distanCe from~to L • 

C. Conditions of Evasion. There exists a two-dimensional vec- 

tor subspace W of the space L for which the following conditions 

hold: 

space 

I. There does not exist any fixed one-dimensional vector sub- 

~ of W such that the inclusion 

~e ~cQ c W i 
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holds for all small positive values of ~ . 

2. There exists a constant ~ ~ such that 

 we "qBp c : e 'qcG 
for all sufficiently small positive values of ~ . 

3. ~ ~? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ is non- negative con- 

stant which depend~on the game (1)(we'll define constant ~ in 

E ) .  

It turns out that the following theorem holds. 

Theorem of Evasion. If in the game (1) with restrictions (2)- 
i.ii, i 

-(~) the conditions of evasion are satisfied, then, for any initial 

value of ~o which does not belong to ~ , the evasion game can be 

played in such a way that the point E(~) will never reach the 

space H ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~:~) and, moreover,the following estimate 

of the distance from E(~) to H holds. 

D. If, in the game (1), the conditions of evasion C are sa- 

tisfied, then there exist sequences of positive constants ~,~ and 

C~, and a positive integer ~ , which depends only on the game and 

does not depend either on its initial condition or on its progress, 

such that the evasion game can he played in such a way that 

To =0 ) 

2. J-or ~o~ i 

}. , a= i ,a , . . . ,  
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E. In this part we shall give the formula for definition of the 

conste~t ~ and shall show the main distinction of the given method of 

evasion from L.B.Pantrjagin's method. 

Condition of evasion 2 guarantees the £ollowing repreBentation 

of the matrices (for sufficiently small ~ ) (see [I] ): 

and , 
I~X~)., analytical matrix, the rank of which is equal to the rank 

of matrix ~MC for ~O , ~ is ~×~ orthogonal matrix, 

~ and ~ are analytical matrices, moreover ~o is the matrix 

of ~h~nal p~0~ection. The matrix ~T is define~ from these cOn- 

ditions nom-uniquely~but the condition of ~vasion 2 gu~rsntees the up- 

per be~udedness of bhe norm of matrix ~o • Let C be infinum of the 

norm of all such matrices. Constant 

=C" 1 1 
I rn~× 

is defined by condition 

,t,rf: Q I't~r'l 

later examples of calculation of constant ~ in some given cases. 

We shall construct the evasion in game (I) with conditions (2)- 

-(4) on decreasing time interval ~ , using L.S.Pontrjagin's 

evasion control (see [q] ) q~C~ ~ ~h~)+~?~(~)j ~here the 

control q~ (~)±S used for neutralizatio~ of the second player (see §5 

LIl} and the control~S~(<] ~ l qF~.)  [ ~ ~ ~ is use~ for ~oi~ 

pass maneuver° We choose the sequences ~h and ~ ( ~ CO~., 

~)~C.O~. ~- ]in such a way tha~ evasion control be admissible. 

Fo Example I. Control example from [2~ . In a Euclidean 

space ~ , we consider the motions of t~ro points X and ~ , v~here 

is pursuer and ~ is the evading object . The process of put- 
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suit is finished when X=~ . The motions of the points X and 

are given by the equatinns 
II 

X + ~  =1~ ,, (5) 
I i  

where C~, ~ are positive constants, and ~ and ~ are control 

vectors from ~ satisfying the conditions (2), (3), (~), where 

and Q are compact convex subsets of with ~im Q =z , U~ QSO, 

P B O  . 

It is easy to show, that ~o = E , ~=~ for game (I) 

and condition of evasion will be satisfied if there exists such a 

number ~ > ~  that ~ ~  and ~>f) V > ~  . 

Example 2 (given in [3] ): 
"" 

"" 

iS the pttwsuer and ~ - - ( ~ , , ~ , )  is  the evading object, UL a~d 1~ 

are control vectors satisfying the conditions (2), (3), (#). The 

process of pursuit is finished when X~ = ~ w ~ -~ ~ . It 

is easy to show that ~ o = O7 ~ = O for this game,and the condi- 

tion of evasion will be satisfied if J~ Q ~ ~) ~O)~>O. 
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